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FORUM OF BSNL UNIONS & ASSOCIATIONS 
MAHARASHTRA CIRCLE  

___________________________ _________________________________________________ 

To  

 Shri. G. K. Upadhyay, 
Chief General Manager Telecom,  
Maharashtra Telecom Circle, 
6th Floor, BSNL Admn Bldg, 

  Santacruz (W), Mumbai-400054. 

Letter No. Forum /MH/ 2014-15/2                         Dated 14th October 2015.  
Sub: Protest against humiliation of Maharashtra Circle and intentional wrong 

posting of GM level officers at important portfolios of Maharashtra 
Circle creating hurdles in growth of BSNL in MH Circle.   
Ref: BSNL CO Order No. 315-06/2012-Pers I (Pt) Dated 12 October 2015.  

Respected Sir,  

We the Circle Secretaries of prominent Unions & Associations in BSNL 

Maharashtra Circle, register our strong protest to the BSNL management for 

playing with transfer and posting of prominent positions of Maharashtra circle. 

Earlier then CGMT MH was transferred all of sudden and substitute posted 

earlier was changed and new substitute posted joined Maharashtra circle after 

period of one month and it happened in crucial period of March 2015 and we have 

to say nothing about how it has affected growth of Maharashtra Circle due to 

changes in last month of financial Year i.e. March 2015. 

Now just after six month again similar action is taken about posting of GM 

level officers at two prominent posting i.e. GM EB & GM HR/Admn Mumbai. We 

are surprised to know that all of sudden Shri. Pravin Malhotra Sr GM HR/Admn 

Mumbai is transferred from the post of HR/Admn Mumbai and posted as GM EB 

Mumbai and Shri. J.B.Chavan Add GM NOFN is posted as GM HR/Admn 

Mumbai.  

We have no issues that specific person should be at the post of any GM level 

post and we are opposing the way in which the senior level officers are humiliated 

and demoralized by the BSNL management. Earlier CGMT MH was transferred on 

name of outside complaints and now GM HR/Admn holding important position 

next CGMT Maharashtra Circle is shifted over the night.  

Now important point is that Enterprise Business of Maharashtra Circle is 

very important portfolio as Business and revenue of BSNL and hence needs to be 
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given to the most efficient GM level Officer either from Maharashtra Circle or from 

any other unit/circles of BSNL and the officers like Shri. Pravin Malhotra Sr GM 

HR/Admn Mumbai who has just left eight months for superannuation retirement 

from services should not be given such important portfolio which deals with more 

than 20% revenue of BSNL.  

Sir, it is shameful for any organization that such important portfolio is kept 

vacant for 2-3 months. It is most unfortunate that even it was well known that 

Shri. Bose was due for retirement in the Month of July 2015; no action was taken 

by BSNL Corporate office either for posting substitutes either in advance of his 

retirement or 3-4 months of his retirement to fill up such important portfolio. This 

happens when it was well known that then Shri. Bose then GM EB Mumbai who 

was promoted as PGM EB just for one month before retirement. This was careless 

approach of BSNL management and since last 2-3 months we were expecting some 

good movement on part of BSNL management for filling up this vacant post by 

most efficient and capable officer who can look into issues of EB unit, but BSNL 

CO has taken reverse step and now posted the officer who is left with service of 

just eight months and created big joke on working of this important section. Due 

to such careless approach over the years, BSNL has lost important Business and 

we have not taken any lesson from past mistakes and continues with the same 

negative attitude. Now what BSNL management expects from the officer who has 

just left eight months out of which he may take medical leave of near about two 

months, he may avail medical leave about one month and LTC which every officer 

is taking before superannuation retirement and thus said officer will get time of 

just of 3-4 months and what we can expect from new person posted at highest 

position of Enterprise Business of entire Maharashtra Circle, which deals with 

about 20% revenue of BSNL. It is but natural that said officer may not be 

interested to responsibility of new portfolio just before his retirement and definitely 

he will be demoralized officer and posting such demoralized officer at such 

important post is nothing but wastage of time, money and manpower of BSNL 

which has become very important with respect to survival of the company. 

Now after EB, we can see about the working of HR/Admn unit which is most 

important administrative portfolio after CGMT MH Circle as it deals with the HR 

issues of about 4000 officers and about 17000 Staff working in Maharashtra 

Circle. To have good understanding among the HR unit and all other officers 

normally senior level officers are posted as GM HR/Admn Mumbai and same is 

followed for long time. We also no objection if any junior level officer is posted as 
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GM HR/Admn Mumbai, but it is naturally expected that the officer posted should 

have some rather more experience of working as administrator even at small 

circles or at SSA level. It can be seen that Shri. J.B. Chavan who is posted as new 

GM HR/Admn Mumbai has never worked as administrator or SSA Head and he is 

purely technical hand and rendered his services entire on technical ground. Plus 

point with Shri. Chavan is that he is basically from Maharashtra Circle and is 

aware about geographical locations of Maharashtra and by nature he is very good 

and gentleman. But he will have to face many problems as many of the GM level 

officers who are senior to him will be unhappy as their junior posted at prominent 

post and for many of their HR related works and day to day office works, they will 

have to report / request to their juniors. Apart from this Shri. Chavan is JAG Level 

officer and many of the disciplinary case are being taken care by GM HR/Admn 

and in lack of administrative power of SAG level officer it will be difficult for Shri. 

Chavan to take care of all such Disciplinary case.   

Shri. J.B.Chavan, his handling important works of NOFN and failure of the 

achievement of NOFN works during last year then CGMT MH was transferred and 

this time prominent officer of NOFN is transferred just to take over responsibility 

of HR/Admn Mumbai and no substitute is posted in his place. Such transfer of 

important officer from the important works of NOFN of entire Maharashtra Circle 

will also affect the works of dream project of Hon. Prime Minister of India and 

image of BSNL in general and of Maharashtra Circle in particular will be further 

spoiled in eyes of politicians and Govt of India.   

Apart from this Shri. Pravin Malhotra Sr GM HR/Admn has done nothing 

wrong so as to shift him in such disrespectful manner against his wish just before 

eight months of his retirement. We will put on records that Shri. Malhotra has 

been most successful GM HR/Admn who has streamlined many of the works of 

Staff & Admn Section, who has maintained very co-cordial but at the same time 

within rules of BSNL relations with Unions/Associations, who has totally stopped 

involvement of money in transfer posting of officers as well as staff, who has saved 

lakhs of rupees on transfer posting by using intellectual ideas, who has always 

respected the transfer policy guidelines issued by BSNL, who has successfully 

finalized & implemented transfer policy of executives, who is successful in 

maintain co-cordial relations with different units/SSAs, who is instrumental in 

settlement of different issues raised on unions /association platform and in 

LCM/CCM meeting with proactive role, who has taken efforts to maintain registers 

for request transfer in all cadres, has saved lakhs of rupees of BSNL on medical 
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expenditure, who has arranged many of seminar of prominent doctors for staff & 

officers of BSNL, who has been strict against the disobedience by some individuals 

and who has  built up discipline among the staff & officers to certain extent. No 

doubt there are some issues with him like he takes more time in taking final 

decision and has some reservations in dealing with certain officers/issues, but 

such petty issues cannot be reason for his all of sudden shifting that to be with 

humiliation.  

Now days it is said that the officer who is more loyal to BSNL is troubled by 

outsiders and insiders and all of sudden transfers of prominent officers like Shri. 

M.K. Jain then CGMT MH and now Shri. Pravin Malhotra GM HR/Admn in such 

disrespectful manner are the examples which are supporting this say. Everybody 

knows that Shri. M.K. Jain was shifted from CGMT MH Circle by quoting poor 

progress of NOFN works in Maharashtra Circle and it will be big joke on part of 

management that Shri. Jain who was not able to control OFC works of single 

Circle is now fully in charge of OFC works four Circles i.e. Maharashtra, Gujarat, 

MP & Rajasthan Circle.  

If this is approach towards the officers in the biggest Circle of BSNL, then 

there is no use in crying about revival of BSNL and increase in revenue and please 

don’t expect more from the highly motivated team of BSNL Maharashtra which is 

being humiliated every now and then.  

Sir, we fully agree that association & unions have no role in transfer and 

posting of GMs/CGM and its is totally in purview of the BSNL management, but 

when Maharashtra Circle will continue to get such humiliated, demotivated, 

demoralized senior officers continuously , we cannot be mute spectators and 

hence we are putting facts and forges on paper.             

We still believe that this action of BSNL CO is on the basis of wrong 

feedback from certain officers to BSNL CO or on the wrong propaganda made by 

some individuals who got approach to the senior officers of BSNL and with due 

respect to the competent authorities, we put on the records that the concerned 

officers have taken decision on the basis of this wrong feedback and such 

irrelevant action has been taken for filling vacant post of GM/PGM EB , posting of 

inexperienced and JAG level officer in place of GM HR/Admn and wrong picture is 

created that seniors officers are puppets in hands of some culprits who can 

transfer these efficient officers if they do not owe to the illegal demands of the 

culprits and this definitely is not the aim of BSNL management.  
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Sir, you will say that this order is issued by BSNL CO and you have no role 

in it as CGMT MH as you were not consulted for change of these posting. If it is so 

then it is very good and your good self should take it as opportunity to bring the 

facts and figures to the notice of Director HR & CMD BSNL and request them for 

corrective action in the interest of BSNL. If it is issued in consultation with you as 

CGMT MH and you have agreed it then Sir, it is wrong and such wrong proposal 

should not have been accepted by you as it will just give satisfaction of ego of 

some individuals, but will affect overall growth of Maharashtra Circle and it is our 

concern.   

Sir, we will put on records that this humiliating and disrespectful transfer 

order which overrules interest of BSNL in Maharashtra Circle has created anguish 

& unrest among the staff and officers throughout Maharashtra Circle in general 

and among the members of BSNLEU, NFTE BSNL and SNEA in particular. Hence 

we are compelled to put on records the protest of such repeated humiliation and 

biased treatment to Maharashtra Circle and request you as Circle Head to bring it 

to the notice of BSNL management and mainly to the notice of Director HR & CMD 

BSNL the competent authority to take decision on transfer posting of GM level 

officers.  

Please take up matter immediately with BSNL CO with the facts mentioned 

by us and get this transfer order cancelled and please see that more suitable and 

more efficient officer like Shri. R.N. Patel, GMT Nagpur is promoted and posted as 

PGM EB and he may be given full powers and responsibilities of this important 

portfolio of BSNL. We have witnessed the success story of Shri. R.N.Patel as PGMT 

Nagpur which your good self is observing on day to day basis and we are confident 

that Shri. Patel will give his best as PGM EB Maharashtra for entire Maharashtra 

Circle. There are other officers in Nagpur SSA or other parts of Vidarbha, who can 

be given charge of PGMT Nagpur or any of the GMs presently available in 

Maharashtra Circle can be given responsibility of Nagpur SSA. This is our 

suggestion for improvement of enterprise Business throughout Maharashtra Circle 

on the basis of experience of officers working in Maharashtra Circle and it may not 

be taken as pick and choose support of any individual officers and its is only 

efficient work, total dedication and devotion of Shri. R.N. Patel, which makes us to 

bring it to the notice of management & hence we are bringing to the notice of you 

and BSNL management in the larger interest of BSNL. Here BSNL management is 

free to take decision on its own & our suggestions for posting Shri.R.N.Patel as 

PGM EB MH is not binding.  
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Our only submission is that officer more efficient and having service of 2-3 

years before retirement may be posted as GM/PGM EB MH so that he can 

concentrate and focus on enterprise Business of BSNL and give best results for 

growth of BSNL Maharashtra Circle and at the same time Shri. Pravin Malhotra 

GM HR/Admn Mumbai & Shri. J.B.Chavan Add GM NOFA MH Circle who are 

holding prominent portfolios of Maharashtra Circle, may not be disturbed by 

arbitrary and all of sudden transfers and may be continued at these portfolios for 

better results of BSNL Maharashtra Circle.  

Hope your good self will look into these crucial issues related to development 

of Maharashtra Circle and bring the facts to the notice of Director HR BSNL and 

CMD BSNL for cancellation of the transfer order under reference and for posting 

most suitable and most efficient GM/PGM level officers for EB Maharashtra Circle. 

It is further requested to bring to the notice of BSNL management the anguish 

among the officers & staff of Maharashtra Circle about such biased and 

downgrading approach towards BSNL Maharashtra Circle and about repeated 

humiliation of senior level officers in Maharashtra Circle and insult of entire 

Maharashtra Circle.    

Thanking You Sir, 

 

 

Com. NageshKumar Nalawade        Com. R.N.Ayare           Com. M.S.Adasul 
     Circle Secretary                        Circle Secretary              Circle Secretary  

BSNLEU MH                              NFTE BSNL MH                SNEA MH 
Copy to: 

1. Shri. Anupam Shrivastav, CMD BSNL for kind information and with 

request to review the decision of posting GM EB, GM HR/A & Add GM NOFN 

Maharashtra Circle. 

2. Miss Sujata Ray, Director HR BSNL Board for kind information and with 

request to review the decision of posting GM EB GM HR/A & Add GM NOFN 

Maharashtra Circle. 

3. Com. Abhimanya, GS BSNLEU CHQ/ Com. Chandeshwar Singh, GS NFTE 

BSNL CHQ/ Com. K. Sebastin GS SNEA CHQ for kind information and 

with request to look into important issue related to growth of BSNL 

Maharashtra Circle and for resolution of HR issues of staff and officers in 

Maharashtra Circle. 


